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1 .INTRODUCTION 
The feedback formulation described in [l] has been used to study lots of cases 
of multiple scattering. This method, which uses graphs to model multiple interaction 
between objects and sums of cylindrical modes to express electromagnetic fields, is 
correct as long as the regions where these sums are used, are right, which implies 
that the smallest imaginary circumferences containing each object can not intersect 
each other (fig.1). 
In this work, we present the application of the feedback formulation to study 
several objects that have been attached to form a bigger scatterer, as in fig. 1. In 
this manner, the study of large objects can be reduced to the individual study of 
several parts and their interactions. 
2.THEORY 
First of all, the method, by applying superposition, splits the problem in 
several ones, where incidence on one of the objects is asumed; each subproblem is 
modeled by a graph. After that, the characterization and transformation matrix 
appearing in these graphs, are calculated; finally, each graph is solved and 
supperposition is applied to compute the resultant fields. 
Henceforward, the simplest case, of fig. 1.b (two attached cilinders with TM 
incidence), will be considered. 
2.1 GRAPH MODEL 
The graphs modeling each subproblem are shown in fig. 2, where it can be 
seen that an  incident field on an object causes a scattered field, which is, in fact, an 
incident field on the other one, as the branches TR12 and TR21 shown. The field 
scattered by an object is obtained from all the incident fields on it, as the branches 
DI an D2 shown. 
2.2 OBJECT CHARACTERIZATION 
The Boundary Element Method [2] or the Unimoment Method [3] are used to 
obtain two characterization matrices for each object, by studying the scattered field 
when they are iluminated by incident cylindrical modes. 
The first one, ED, contains in its columns the amplitudes of the emerging 
cylindrical modes in terms of which the scattered field can be expressed outside an 
imaginary circumference containing the object. 
The second matrix, EDH, contains in its columns the scattered electric and 
magnetic fields on the boundary of the object for each incident mode. 
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2.3 FIELDS TRANSFORMATION 
In fig. 3, the computations done to obtain the TR12 matrix are shown. Each 
incident mode on 01 causes a scattered field on its boundary (matrix EDHI)  that 
can be expressed as sum of emerging cylindrical modes (matrix EDl) .  This field 
must be expressed as a sum of incident cylindrical modes on 0 2  (the coefficients of 
this sum are a column of TR12). 
To  do this, the field scattered by 0 1  on the boundary of 0 2  is calculated using 
the matrix ED1 for the points outside the circumference containing 0 1 ,  and EDHI 
for points inside it. 
Once this has been done, the coeficients matching both sides of the expression 
below, must be computed: 
Where 2xNI2+1 is the number of modes needed to accurately express the 
incident field on 02 .  The following equations system, whose dimensions are 
2xN12+1, is obtained by using a moment method technique: 
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This process must be repeated for each incident mode on 01 .  
In order not to solve all these systems a different technique may be used in 
some cases: the scattered field caused by 01 is calculated on a circumference whose 
center is inside 0 2 .  This circumference must be as large as possible but  it must not 
touch the boundary of 01. By using FFT, the approximate desired coeficients are 
obtained with no need to solve any equation system. 
2.4 GRAPH SOLUTION 
The fields modeled in graphs by vectors are calculated using the following 
expressions: 
EA = T R 2 1  X T R  12X(EA+ El 1) 
ED2 1 = 0 2  X TR 12 X ( E A  + E l  1 ) 
E D 2 2  = D 2 X (EB + E12) 
E D  1 1  = D 1 X ( E A  + E1 1) 
E B  = TR 12 X TR21 X ( E B  + E 1 2 )  
E D  12 = D 1 X T R 2 1  X(EB+E12) 
3. RESULTS 
In fig.4, two rectangular cylinders are shown, whose scattered field has been 
studied when the incident field is a T M  plane wave. 
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The scattered field patterns obtained whith the B.E.M. and the feedback 
formulation (F.F.) are shown in fig.5 and 6, where it can bee seen the agreement 
between them. In the case of F.F. the rectangle was studied as two square cylinders. 
4.CONCLUSIONS 
The application of the feedback formulation to the problem of the scattering 
caused by several attached objects to form a larger one, has been presented. 
The use of this formulation implies that large scatterers can be segmented in 
smaller ones, and the modal expressions for the fields reduce the dimensions of the 
matrix involved in the problem. 
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